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There are many causes of ill health and mortality:
Unbalanced diet and poor nutrition

Excessive alcohol consumption
Smoking and passive smoking

Infectious diseases
Violent injury and death

Mental stress
Poor housing 

Poverty

BUT….
Health professionals use the expression ‘Avoidable Diseases’ for cases where sickness or death could 
have been prevented by changes in people’s lifestyle

It is estimated that one in four people die from avoidable diseases.  As well as reducing their quality 
of life, avoidable diseases impose an unnecessary strain on our already overloaded NHS

Many of these diseases are influenced by the environments in which we live, and this talk focusses 
on how the design and layout of our settlements can create conditions that offer people of all ages 
the opportunity to lead healthier lives

Exercise in daily life, as opposed to organised sport or time spent in the gym, is a recurring theme, 
and the way our environment  helps or hinders us to move about is a key factor in addressing this 
increasingly urgent issue.

A National and Global Crisis



The World Health Organisation, the United Nations and many National Governments 
have recognised the massive threats that society’s lack of physical activity presents 

A National and Global Crisis



Figure 1: Ten Leading Causes of US Deaths per year (CDC, 2004)
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      Motor Vehicle Crashes

        Non Transport Related

Affected by the 
Built Environment

10 leading Causes of death (US) 2004

The built environment plays a part 
in all of the top 6 causes of death
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Over 50% of population 
in 46 countries 
overweight or obese

In the UK, 93% of men 
and 96% of women 
take less than the 
recommended amount 
of moderate physical 
activity

Experts said the rise in obesity was due to the 
“modernisation of our world”, causing
“physical inactivity on all levels”

Global population of obese and overweight tops 2.1bn

Obesity is affecting children as well as adults in the 
developed world and not one country is succeeding in 
treating it.  The US, China and Russia had the highest 
rates and the UK was third in Western Europe, the 188-
country study said. 

Inactivity ‘as deadly as smoking’
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72% increase in type 2 
diabetes 1997-2007

In the UK, 93% of men and 96% of 
women take less than the recommended 
amount of moderate physical activity

“Obesity is a complex issue that requires 
action at national, local, family and 
individual level; everyone has a role to 
play in improving the health and well-
being of the public, and children in 
particular.”

Inactivity ‘as deadly as smoking’
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Getting people out of their chairs: New initiative to 
promote physical activity in Europe.
European Commission Press Release, Brussels 28 Aug 2013

Through exercise simply from walking:

• High blood pressure can be lessened by almost 50%

• Risk of recurrent breast cancer reduced by almost 50%

• Likelihood of colon cancer goes down by over 60%.

• Risk of developing Alzheimer's disease decreased by a 
third

• Depression eased as effectively as Prozac or behavioural 
therapy

Dr Mike Loosemore, University College Hospital, London 20 June 2014 

Inactivity ‘as deadly as smoking’

“Simply standing makes huge differences 
to your health.”  It is estimated that being 
on your feet for just three hours a day can 
extend your life by two years.

A National and Global Crisis



WALKABLE NEIGHBOURHOODS



…..20th Century Modernist ‘Rationalism’
based on separated, zoned uses…..

Zonal Planning goes in and out of Fashion

19th Century ‘mess’ 
replaced by…..

….followed by ‘back to the future’ 21st Century 
compact, integrated, mixed-use vibrancy!
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The things we spend most of 
our time doing

We need to move between 
these destinations…

…urban planning sets up  the 
spatial organisation.

HEPA feeds into sport and 
recreation….

…but the public realm can 
provide enough on its own..

…unless scattered uses 
devalue the public realm.

If the uses are grouped 
together we can enjoy….

• Healthier lifestyles
• Interesting places
• A cleaner planet
• Great quality of life

Integrated, mixed-use, public realm enables
Health Enhancing Physical Activity

Healthy Placemaking Principles



Creating the conditions for people to lead healthy lives 
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Less  vehicle 
traffic

Healthier 
hearts

Healthier 
limbs

Healthier 
lungs

Integrated green 
space

Fresher 
air

Fewer traffic 
accidents

Exercise 
outdoors

Experiencing 
nature

Mental 
wellbeing

Resilient 
communities

Compact, mixed-use 
urban structure

Daily needs within 
walking distance

Improved 
public realm

‘Active travel’ 
encouraged

Enhanced social 
interaction

Walkable 
Neighbourhoods

New
Opportunities

Positive
Outcomes

Health
Benefits

Creating the conditions for people to lead healthy lives 



HEALTHY PLACES



St Clement’s Hospital



Fulham Reach



The Village, Caterham ON THE HILL!



Silvertown Way



Barton Farm, Winchester



Barton Farm, Winchester



JTP HEALTHY PLACEMAKING METHODOLOGY



Site 

Neighbouring allotments

Sports Trust

Hithercroft employment 
area

Wallingford Secondary 
School

Town Centre

Bus route

Footpaths

Wider connections

Wallingford: Design & Access Statement Chapter for Low Density Project 
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Wallingford: Design & Access Statement Chapter for Low Density Project 



Enable exercise in normal 
patterns of daily life

Provide community facilities and safe, sociable 
and productive public environments

Provide education, accessible 
facilities and available green spaces 

Good urban and 
transport design

Limit the causes and effects 
of vehicle emissions 

Town centre – Walk 15-20mins, cycle 5-10 mins
Poor air quality due to vehicles using historic Saxon street 
structure.  Home delivery service from Waitrose

X2 Bus route between town centre and Didcot  redirected 
through site for better service to more customers

School – Walk 5-10mins
central location and safe walking routes

Direct ped/cycle route between Wantage Rd to Hithercroft
employment, sports : Short cut compared to vehicle route

Social interaction and events - Central Square, School, 
Extracare

Green space :
Social interaction
Sports pitches for leisure and recreation 
Good air quality

Footpaths to open countryside

Social activity  - Community gardening, contact with 
existing allotment holders, education and healthy diet

Pocket parks

Residential neighbourhoods:
20 mph zone – fewer accidents, lower emissions, better air 
quality. 
All dwellings have cycle storage facilities
All routes well-overlooked for a sense of safety and reduced 
fear of crime

Health benefits 
from placemaking

concept

Wallingford: Design & Access Statement Chapter for Low Density Project 



Silvertown Way: Design & Access Statement Chapter for High Density Project
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Silvertown Way: Design & Access Statement Chapter for High Density Project



6 STEPS TO HEALTHY PLACEMAKING























Thank You, and Good Health!
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